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7) An art gallery recorded the number of visitors it had in January and February. According

to the register, 5,567 people visited the gallery in January and 6,798 visitors spent time 

enjoying the exhibitions in February. Which month did the gallery see more visitors in?

5)

4,269a) 3,915b) 4,524c) 4,782d)

4,603 <

1)

2,539a) 2,239b) 1,104c) 2,713d)

6)

8,621a) 9,116b) 9,027c) 9,354d)

Which of the following numbers is not lesser than 9,266?

3)

7,683a) 7,637b) 7,924c) 7,725d)

Which of the following numbers is less than 7,673?

2)

is greater thana) is equal tob) is less thanc)

3,485                                                 3,290

4)

<a) >b) =c)

6,125                  6,125

Januarya) Februaryb)

> 1,135>2,538
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Sheet 2
Comparing 4-Digit Numbers - MCQ

7) An art gallery recorded the number of visitors it had in January and February. According

to the register, 5,567 people visited the gallery in January and 6,798 visitors spent time 

enjoying the exhibitions in February. Which month did the gallery see more visitors in?

5)

4,269a) 3,915b) 4,524c) 4,782d)

4,603 <

1)

2,539a) 2,239b) 1,104c) 2,713d)

6)

8,621a) 9,116b) 9,027c) 9,354d)

Which of the following numbers is not lesser than 9,266?

3)

7,683a) 7,637b) 7,924c) 7,725d)

Which of the following numbers is less than 7,673?

2)

is greater thana) is equal tob) is less thanc)

3,485                                                 3,290

4)

<a) >b) =c)

6,125                  6,125

Januarya) Februaryb)

> 1,135>2,538
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